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Providing manufacturing solutions for continually advancing technologies 

Planning for Growth 
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During 2013 Adcutech introduced the Tricorn production system in order to simplify and automate the quote to 
invoice procedure.  The system allows for total tracebilty and sharing of data whilst reducing all the non-value added 
tasks. 

In line with this investment Adcutech also purchased a capacity planning tool that aligns with the Tricorn system. 
After a slight delay while we ensured all the data in our system was accurate, ‘Scheduler’ has ‘GONE LIVE’. 

‘Scheduler’ software is a workshop planning tool designed to help engineering and manufacturing companies 
optimise their resources and plan production to achieve delivery efficiencies and cost targets. 

It is seemlessly integrated into our Tricorn production system allowing us to update the plan instantly as production 
requirements change, and as manufacturing events are recorded. Having accurate, detailed, and live data ensures 
that our schedule reflects the true situation on the shop floor, allowing us to take appropriate action based on factual 
information. 

Our Scheduler utilises live data throughout the system, providing information such as work in progress, the status of 

delivery schedules and hours spent on each job.  This is collated using data gathered from around the factory 

through bar code readers & terminals.  

Tricorn Systems Ltd. is based in Farnham, Surrey. It has extensive experience in 

dealing with UK-based manufacturing companies with more than 200 customers 

operating the Tricorn Production Control Software on a daily basis.   

Scheduler makes it easy for us 

to optimise our processes, 

control cost & improve our 

performance as a supplier. 

 

It will allow us to keep on 

growing, whilst at the same time 

maintaining our unrivalled 

quality and continuing to 

enhance the value that it adds 

to our customers' processes.   
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